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Advertising Media Kit 2021

Overview

Moonbeams and Starships Magazine publishes new, provocative, and emotional fantasy and 
science fiction. We publish stories and articles written exclusively by women and feature strong 
female protagonists. We love publishing the work of new, emerging authors and Independent 
authors.

We believe women’s voices are under-represented in fantasy and science fiction. There are many 
talented women authors in this space. Our publication highlights these authors.

Issues are published bi-monthly (6 times a year). Each issue will include original stories, poetry, art, 
and interviews. The online version will include non-fiction articles.

We have three types of advertising available for you to choose:

1. The pdf version and E-Book subscription versions of our magazine.
2. On our website.
3. On our podcast as a sponsor.

The single-issue E-Book version sold on third-party distribution channels does not include any 
advertising. These platforms (Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Kobo), prohibit advertising inside the 
E-Books distributed on their sites.

Our ad rates are competitive, and we offer discounts for longer-term ads. The online ads are 
rotated to keep content fresh. All our ads are hand curated to complement our content. We do not 
use Google AdSense.

All advertising is accepted subject to publishers’ approval. The publishers reserve the right to 
reject any advertising which they feel is not in keeping with Moonbeams and Starships Magazine 
standards. Advertiser and advertising agency assume liability for all content of advertisements 
printed, published in digital copies, or on our website, and also assume responsibility for any 
claims arising against the publishers. 
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Placement Options

1. The pdf version and E-Book subscription versions of our magazine.
2. On our website.
3. On our podcast as a sponsor.

Placement 1 

Ads within the pdf and E-Book subscription versions of our magazine.

The trim size for the magazine is 6” x 9”.

We accept the following formats for the pdf and E-Book Subscriptions versions:

1. Press-quality PDF’s. Fonts MUST be embedded, minimum 300 dpi, maximum 600 dpi.
2. JPEG or PNG files.

See the chart for the ad sizes.
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Founder’s Advertising Rates

As we are a new publication, we are offering our advertising at a special founder’s rate of 25% off 
of our normal prices. This is a limited time offer and will expire on June 30, 2021.
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Ad Deadlines

See the below chart for the ad deadlines for your ad. If your ad application is approved after the 
deadline, your ad will appear in the next issue.
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Placement 2 

Ads on our website.

Ads can be placed at any time during the month. Your ad will begin the first day of the month and 
run through the last day of the month for your contract. (Example: If your 1-month ad is approved 
on March 15, it will begin on April 1 and end on April 30.)
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Sizes and Format

See the below chart for the ad sizes. The sizes shown are not the actual size. We accept JPEG or 
PNG files.
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Placement 3 

Ads on our podcast. Ad is 15-30 seconds long. 

Provide us with the ad copy (up to 70 words) and we’ll record your ad as part of the podcast. Or 
you may send us a professionally recorded and edited spot up to 30 seconds long (mp3 format).

We record the podcast in both audio and video. You may provide a graphic for your spot we can 
add to the video at no additional cost. The graphic needs to be 1920 x 1080 pixels (16:9 aspect) 
and can be either .png or .jpg format.

Ads can be placed at any time during the month. Your ad will begin two weeks after your ad is 
approved. We record our podcasts two-four weeks ahead of the airing of the episode.
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How to Book Your Ads

Complete the advertisement application and agreement. Email the application and advertisement 
file (PNG, JPG, PDF) to: ads@MoonbeamsAndStarships.com. 

We will contact you via email if your advertisement has been accepted for our publication. Please 
make sure your advertisement meets our advertising content guidelines. Please read our terms 
and conditions prior to completing the Advertising Application and Agreement.

Once your ad is approved for our publication, we will send you an invoice. Payment must be 
received before the ad is placed. 

Payment

All ads must be prepaid. Payments must be in U.S. funds. We accept all credit cards and PayPal. 
We do not accept checks or money orders.

Advertising Content Guidelines

Moonbeams and Starships Magazine maintains minimum standards for advertising, both in 
general and in specific categories, to best serve our readers and advertisers. We reserve the right 
to decline or reject any advertising that doesn’t meet our standards or for any reason.

• No Advertorials. We do not accept advertorials or ads written in such as way as they can be 
mistaken for editorial content.

• No forwarding, resale, or affiliate ads. All online advertisements must link to a site owned 
by the business or individual that places the advertisement. The ad link cannot contain any 
affiliate information.

• No ads for illegal substances or services. All ads must be for legal products and services.

• No discriminatory ads. We do not accept ads that discriminate, insult, or imply deficiencies in 
the reader.

• No unverifiable claims. Do not claim your book or story to be bestselling or award winning if 
it can’t be verified.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/49hzsstemfu2by6/MASMag%20Ad%20Application%20v1.pdf?dl=0
mailto:ads%40MoonbeamsAndStarships.com?subject=advertising
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Terms and Conditions

1. All advertising is accepted subject to publishers’ approval. Publisher reserves the right to reject 
any advertising which we feel is not in keeping with Moonbeams and Starships Magazine 
standards. We reserve the right to decline, reject, or cancel any advertiser or specific 
advertisement, for any reason, at any time, at our sole discretion.

2. We reserve the right to insert the word “Advertisement” or similar above or below any ad 
image or copy.

3. We cannot guarantee to implement any alterations to copy received after the copy deadline. 
For long-term contracts, over 3 months, ad artwork and/or target URL may be changed every 
3 months free of charge. For more frequent changes, a $20 charge will be applied for each 
change.

4. Advertiser and advertising agency assume liability for all content of advertisements printed, 
published in digital copies, or on our website, and also assume responsibility for any claims 
arising against the publishers. In consideration of the acceptance of the advertisement, the 
advertiser and/or agency will indemnify and hold Publisher harmless from and against any 
loss or expense arising out of publication of such advertisements; including, without limitation, 
those resulting from claims or suits for libel, violation of right of privacy, plagiarism, or 
copyright infringements.

5. Advertisers and their agents warrant that copy, text, images, fonts, display, and illustrations 
appearing in their advertisements do not infringe any copyrights, domestic and international, 
and are permissible under the terms of service and licenses for stock images and font 
foundries. Advertisers also warrant the advertisement does not violate the right of privacy or 
other right of any other person, firm, or corporations and does not contain any matter that is 
libelous or otherwise objectionable.

6. All advertisements are accepted and published upon the representation that the advertiser 
and/or agency are authorized to publish the contents and subject matter thereof.

7. The maximum liability assumed by Publisher for any advertisement is the total amount paid 
by the advertiser and/or agency for the advertisement. 

8. Publisher shall not be subject to any liability whatsoever for any failure to print, publish, or 
circulate all or any portion of any issue or issues because of work stoppages, accidents, fires, 
acts of God, strikes, or any other circumstance beyond the Publisher’s control.

9. While every effort is made to ensure that advertisements appear correctly, the Publisher will 
not be held responsible for errors not reported upon first publication, either print or the first 
appearance on the website. In the event of an error, Publisher’s liability is limited to a make 
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good of the advertisement. Publisher will not be responsible, nor any credits be given, for 
advertising errors not reported within 10 days of the advertisement’s appearance either in a 
print publication or on our website.

10. We reserve the right to change ad rates and units of space at any time. All ads must be 
prepaid. If a website or online ad is cancelled, credit will be based on duration period. 
Cancellations and copy changes are accepted only in writing and must be received on or 
before the closing date of scheduled issues.

11. Position requests within the magazine are not accepted. Advance proofs of ads are not 
submitted. Publisher will not be bound by other conditions, printed or otherwise, appearing on 
contracts, orders, or copy instructions that conflict with the provisions of the corresponding 
rate card and advertising agreement.

Download and complete your application for advertising today!

https://www.dropbox.com/s/49hzsstemfu2by6/MASMag%20Ad%20Application%20v1.pdf?dl=0

